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Memorandum - 

  

odes — mc, DALIAS. (1200-10462) 
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“8A ROBERT ‘Pp, GEMBERLING 

  

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka.; - ° . 

. I8 = R —- CUBA : . 

Sat approximtely ‘10:10 2.2, 8/24/64, urs. § {RG 
D,_pother. Of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, telephonically ntacted~ 

     
@ desired to talk to SAC J. GORDON SHANKLIN. ~ 

  

- “yrs. OSWALD: was advised that. -Mr. SHANKLIN was not o 
at that time available. She stated she perhaps should then. 

. Contact "HERBERT HOOVER" (Apparently referring to Director 
J. EDGAR HOOVER). Mrs. OSWALD was questioned as to what ~~” 
information she had, at which time. she stated she wanted it .. . 

. known that she had nothing to do with President KENNEDY’s j= — 
assassination, but that as far as she was concerned, everyone | athe 

; else was under suspicion and stated she had information which —" 
ee might involve an Agent of the FBI. She was questionedgas —— ~ 
xo ' to the identity of the Agent, which she refused to divalge on . 

on the telephone. She stated she would like to give a aspositioa” a 
to FBI Agents as to the information she had. She consented to ™. 
be ‘interviewed by an Agent from, the Fort Worth Resident Agency. © . 
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The ‘Eoregoing information ‘was discussed by BAC 
3. GORDON SHANKLIN with Inspector JAMES R. MALEY at the Bureau 

by telephone -at 10:20 a.m., August 24, 1964, at which time ©. 
Inspector MALEY authorized an interview of Mrs. MARGUERITE 
OSWALD, Fort Worth BA. 
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ar \ 10:32.' a a.m, ‘8/24/64, the “foregoing information 
was furnished to IC GAMES VON WHITE with instructions to have 
8A ROBLEY D. MADIAND contact Mrs. MARGUERITE OSWALD on this | 
Gate to determine what information she possesses and to ~ 
pumadintely advise the Dallas Office. 140461. Gb. q 

      

      

  


